Mysterious Following Cleared Up

Find Prankstokers To Blame In 'Mystery Men' Incident

Iowa's First GI Training To Graduate

Vandenberg in Fight To Extend Trade Act

Voice of America — Reactions to Broadcast

Truman, Angry Congressman Start Argument of American Pride

Union Votes To End Strike

Mundt Bill Draws Plaudits, Fire

Expect Return Of MacArthur In Early June

Senate Group OKs Ole Bill

Weather Today

Russians, British Demand Change in Palestine Plans

Lack Success—U.S. insists last night that the United Nations try finally to pacify Palestine despite a reported postponement of the action. Russia demanded instead an immediate and General U.N. council demand to end the war. These two proposals based upon a ternary cease-fire order after the United States acknowledged facts and pressed other nations to try to solve the problem.

The British defined that if the plan for peaceful mediation did not work this time they would join a world-wide embargo of arms and economic goods in the country.
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Iowa's Bruin Faces Purdue Today

Hawks Eye Third in Big 9

Coach Otto Vaught and his Iowa basketball team have this weekend playing two Big Nine games against teams which have good records.

Iowa has captured the first two games in its series with Chicago, 70-40, and the New York Hawks, 56-46. The Hawks are to play tomorrow in the Big Nine's third game. Iowa now has a 2-1 record in the Big Nine, as it bows to dieted that the Iowa's 1947-48 basketball team was the best in the conference, according to the Associated Press poll, Graziano got 221 votes, with Minnesota and Illinois (defending Big Nine champions) second. St. Louis got 136 votes, followed by Wisconsin and Michigan, both with 125 votes. Michigan scored 91 points to Wisconsin's 80 points.

The Big Nine standings show that Iowa, with two games left, is in third place. Illinois and Michigan are in first and second, respectively, with 135 and 131 points. Michigan has played two games and Illinois one. Iowa is to play Michigan here Friday night and Illinois at Ohio State on Saturday.

Iowa players will be working like a Indianapolis five-power to put in a three-game stretch and take a front-runners' edge in the Big Nine's third game. Iowa is 2-0 in the Big Nine and 9-3 overall. Michigan is 1-1 in the Big Nine and 9-3 overall. Illinois is 2-0 in the Big Nine and 13-1-1 overall. Michigan has scored 91 points to Wisconsin's 80 points.

Strengthening of Bravery

By Jack Snell

PHILADELPHIA - (AP) - Bucky Graziano, Philadelphia prizefighter, was saluted as the new middleweight boxing champion by the New York east side Rock and Roll Club yesterday. Graziano, 31, defeated Jack Dempsey in a one-round exhibition bout.
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Sprung at Iowa U Means Weddings
University Students, Graduates Plan
Summer Marriages

Spring has been a good season for Iowa University students, and
students and graduates plan to make up for lost time when school
reopens in September. Many will marry during the long summer
months, while others will return to school to complete their studies.

The happy occasion was celebrated recently by several couples
embracing in the campus community and on the many Iowa Uni-
v Stanford, Iowa. Yvonne Lee Burt, 20, a junior in pre-nursing,
was married to the Rev. Mr. Burt in the Rainbow Chapel in Iowa
City. The couple will spend the summer in Des Moines.

Shelby and Charles Rohe were married in a private ceremony at
the home of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Rohe, in
Fayette. Miss Rohe is a junior at the University and Mr. Rohe is
a graduate student in business.

Miss Margaret M. Miller, a junior at the University, was mar-
mated to Mr. Miller in a private ceremony at his home in
Des Moines. Miss Miller is a member of the University Woman
s Club and Mr. Miller is a graduate student in business.

The wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Homer E. Johnson was held in
the home of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer E. Johnson,
in Des Moines. Miss Johnson is a junior at the University and
Mr. Johnson is a graduate student in business.
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Survey Shows Total Increase of 4 Cents

By DAVE NICOLETT

Dairy products, which have been

nearly steady in price for some time, in

the opinion of most homemakers, but

this week showed a decided rise.

Bread, butter, eggs, and cheese were


No Passing Zones Painted in IC Area

"This passing zone" are being painted

in this area of town as a public service

City wishes this may be of some help.

The painting is part of a plan

for public service that has been

in progress for some time.

Traffic in the area has been

reduced by about 90% by

the painting of the zones.

Five Cars Involved in 2 Auto Accidents

The accident involved several cars

and resulted in the arrest of two men.

The men, who were

charged with

driving while intoxicated,

were taken to jail.

Chicago Child Found Abused

CHICAGO (AP) — An 18-year-old

girl was found severely abused

and was rushed to the hospital.

She was in critical condition

and was expected to recover.

The abuse was discovered

when the police were called.

The girl was found

unconscious and

bleeding from the head.

A woman who had

been visiting the girl

said she had seen

the abuse.
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American Method of Combating Fascism More Effective Than Russian: Austin

Mr. and Mrs. couple were both American Methodists, the woman being a member of the Methodist Church. The couple had been married for 37 years. They had two children, a son and a daughter, who were both graduated from Iowa State University.

The couple had been active in the community, serving in various capacities in the Methodist Church and other community organizations. They had been involved in charitable work and had contributed to various causes.

In addition to speaking engagements, the couple had also written articles for various newsletters and newspapers, sharing their experiences and insights on combating fascism. Their work had been well-received and had contributed to the understanding of fascism and its impact on society.

The couple had been highly regarded in their community and had been honored with various awards and recognitions for their contributions. They had been an inspiration to many and had left a lasting legacy of dedication and service.
U.S. FOREIGN AID is in the past eight years—estimated at $1.3 billion—accounted for by a variety of different countries. In the 1950s, America's role was somewhat limited in the area of foreign aid, but in the 1960s, with the rise of communism, America's role became much more significant. The United States became one of the largest contributors to foreign aid, providing a substantial portion of the funds needed to support various projects and programs around the world.

The planners seem to have overlooked something...
It's about time POP!

And our congratulations too! It's been a pleasure to serve you for the past four years. All the employees of the Iowa State Bank join in wishing all graduating seniors the best of luck for the future.

IOWA STATE BANK & TRUST CO.

Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation